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Introduction
It has been argued many times that the Romanisation of the Kapampángan language does not
accurately represent the sounds of the Kapampángan language. Whether this Romanisation is
in SÚLAT BACÚLUD, the Spanish-style orthography introduced by the friars in the 17th century,
or in SÚLAT WÁWÂ, the indigenized one introduced by the Philippine revolutionaries in the
late 19th century (Pangilinan, 2006b), a number of Kapampángan writers find these
inadequate (Pangilinan, 2012a).
For instance, Kevin Bätscher, a Ph.D. student at the University of Hawaii who made a
preliminary study on the phonology of the Kapampángan language and Súlat Kapampángan
(Kulitan), pointed out in a personal communication (2014 December 27) that the
Kapampángan sound represented by the Roman letters <Aa> does not sound like Spanish,
Japanese or even Tagalog [ɑ] as has been previously thought, but is actually closer to the
mid-central vowel [əә] sound similar to the Indonesian letter <e> used in the words
“Magelang” and “Melayu,” or the open-mid back unrounded vowel [ʌ] in the English word
“gun” and “but.”

Fig.	
  1.	
  A	
  [ʌ]

or [əә]	
  

Represented by the glyph <
> [Fig.1] in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan), this [ʌ] or [əә] is
clearly different from the [ɑ] found in the Spanish words “casa” or “agua,” or the [ɑ] found in
the Japanese words はな and かたかな, or even in the Tagalog words “basa” and “bata.”
It was the Spaniards who first thought of Romanising the Kapampángan language in the 17th
century and assigned the Roman letter <Aa> that represented the Spanish vowel sound [ɑ] to
the Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) vowel glyph on Fig.1 (Benavente, 1699; 2007) [Fig. 2].

Fig.	
  2.	
  Súlat	
  Kapampángan	
  (Alfabeto	
  Pampango)	
  recorded	
  by	
  Benavente	
  	
  (1699)	
  as	
  they	
  appear	
  in	
  Marcilla’s	
  
1895	
  Alfabetos	
  Filipinos.	
  

Therefore the same goes true for the inherent vowel sound of all the INDÛNG SÚLAT
consonant glyphs of Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) [Table 1]. Their default vowel sound,
though represented by the Roman letter <Aa> in every abecedario and cuaderno (Marcilla,
1895; Hilario, 1962; Henson, 1965 and Pangilinan, 1995 & 2012) does not sound like the [ɑ]
vowel sound of Spanish or Tagálog, but something similar to the sounds [ʌ] or [əә] as pointed
out by Bätscher.

Table	
  1.	
  The	
  INDÛNG	
  SÚLAT	
  consonant	
  glyphs	
  in	
  recital	
  order	
  from	
  right	
  to	
  left	
  reads:	
  GA,	
  KA,	
  NGA,	
  TA,	
  DA,	
  NA,	
  
LA,	
  SA,	
  MA,	
  PA,	
  BA.	
  

In Kulitan therefore, the Roman letter <Aa> assigned to a Kapampángan word, for instance
MANGAN ‘to eat,’ the Roman letter <Aa> does not read [ɑ], but rather [ʌ] or [əә]. The word
written in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) in [Fig. 3] therefore does not read [mɑŋɑn] but
rather something like [mʌŋʌn]. Kapampángan still say it as [mʌŋʌn] regardless of how it is
written in the Roman script.

Fig.	
  3.	
  MANGAN	
  ‘to	
  eat’	
  

The [ɑ] sound, often Romanized as (á) for medial position and (â) for final position in written
Kapampángan is represented by a KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ‘twin vowels’ in Súlat Kapampángan
(Kulitan) [Table 2 & 3] (Pangilinan, 2012) and attached as a ligature [Fig. 4] to an INDÛNG
SÚLAT consonant glyph [Table 1].

Fig.	
  4.	
  <Áá> (medial) / <Ââ> (final)

For instance, SANG [sʌŋ] in Fig. 5 becomes SÁNG [sɑŋ] in Fig. 6 by adding the KAMBAL
ligature <
> ‘-á-/-â’ [-ɑ-] in Fig. 4 to INDÛNG SIÚLAT < > ‘SA’ [sʌ] [see Table
1]. Either a new form of Romanisation or orthographic scheme is needed to properly
represent these sounds in the Kapampángan language.
SIUÁLÂ

Fig.	
  5.	
  SANG [sʌŋ].

Fig.	
  6.	
  SÁNG [sɑŋ].

Due to Romanisation, Kapampángan vowels became limited only to the five vowels that exist
in the Spanish language: A, E, I, O, U. Upon careful analysis, the sound of the spoken
Kapampángan language seem to more than just five vowels in its repertoire. Table 2 is a chart
of the glyphs used in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) that includes vowel sounds that were
overlooked by previous Spanish scholars and therefore not included in their cuadernos and
abecedarios (Pangilinan, 2012). These include the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ‘twin vowels’ for the
sounds <-á-/-â> [ɑ], <-í-/-î> [i], & <-ú-/-û> [u] that appear as ligatures in [Table 2].

Table	
  2.	
  The	
  Súlat	
  Kapampángan	
  (Kulitan)	
  glyphs	
  representing	
  the	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  ‘vowels’	
  from	
  right	
  to	
  left:	
  A,	
  Á/	
  Â	
  
(ligature),	
  I,	
  Í/Î	
  (ligature),	
  U,	
  Ú/Û	
  (ligature),	
  E	
  (AI),	
  E/AI	
  (ligature),	
  O	
  (AU),	
  O/AU	
  (ligature).	
  

Linguists who made previous studies into the Kapampángan language have focused mainly
on its morphology, syntax and lexicon and only made brief and casual description of its
phonology. A detailed study of Kapampángan phonology has not been made so far. This is
what is needed to devise a working orthography that could best represent the Kapampángan
language in the Roman script. For now, Kapampángans who can still read and write in Súlat
Kapampángan (Kulitan) content themselves with the belief and understanding that their
indigenous script is the only writing system that properly represents the sounds in their
language, most especially with the use of the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ‘twin vowels’ spelling
convention.

KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ‘Twin Vowels’
When Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) is the only script used to express the Kapampángan
language in written form, no two words were spelled exactly the same way. The lengthening
of the vowel sounds and final glottal stops, or the stresses and accents in the Kapampángan
language, were solely expressed through a spelling convention known as KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ
‘twin vowels’.
When the Spanish language, along with the Roman script were taught to the Kapampángan
aristocracy who helped administer the colonial government for the Spanish crown, the
Kapampángans simply adapted its writing convention in the Romanization of the
Kapampángan language. The accents and stresses were clearly indicated by the diacritical
marks adopted from written Spanish. The lengthening of the initial and medial vowel sounds
were now indicated by the diacritical mark SAKÚRUT <´>, and the final glottal stop by the
TELATURUNG <^> diacritical mark (Hilario, 1962 and Pangilinan, 2006a). In Súlat
Kapampángan (Kulitan), these sounds are represented distinctly as KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ or ‘twin
vowels’ [See Table 3].

Á (medial) /Â (final)

Í (medial) / Î (final)

Ú (medial) / Û (final)

Table	
  3.	
  The	
  KAMBAL	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures	
  

The problem arose when English replaced Spanish as the official language in the early 20th
century. This was further compounded by the legal imposition of Tagalog as the Philippine
national language around the same era. These languages do not make use of diacritical marks
to indicate stress or accents in their written form. After just two generations of education and
exposure to the writing conventions of the English and Tagalog languages, Kapampángan
historian Mariano Henson (1965) lamented that the Kapampángan people at the time of his
writing can no longer write their language properly in the Roman script. They became
ignorant with the proper placement of the diacritical marks. Many simply omitted them. Two
or three words spelled the same way but pronounced differently now exist in the
Kapampángan written language. As a result, a number of readers often commit the fallacy of
accent, whereby one confuses two words of the same spelling but with different reading as
one and the same word (Bachuber, 1952).

MASAKIT
(adj.) ‘painful’

MÁSAKIT
(n.) ‘sick person’

MASÁKIT
(adj.) ‘difficult’

Table	
   4.	
   The	
   three	
   words	
   above	
   are	
   often	
   misread	
   in	
   Romanized	
   Kapampángan	
   writing,	
   especially	
   when	
   the	
  
necessary	
   diacritical	
   marks	
   are	
   misplaced	
   or	
   omitted.	
   In	
   Kulitan,	
   the	
   difference	
   between	
   these	
   words	
   is	
  
obviously	
  evident.	
  	
  

Henson gives the classic example of the words that Kapampángan often mistake in reading
and comprehension due to the absence of the necessary diacritical marks: MASAKIT (adj.)
‘painful’, MASÁKIT (adj.) ‘difficult’, MÁSAKIT (n.) ‘sick person.’ In Súlat Kapampángan
(Kulitan), these three words would have been written differently [See Table 4].
In Table 4, MASÁKIT (adj.) ‘difficult’ has an attached KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligature <
right beside the INDÛNG SIÚLAT glyph <

> [-ɑ-]

> [sʌ] when written in Súlat Kapampángan

(Kulitan). Likewise, MÁSAKIT (n.) ‘sick person’ has the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligature <

> [-

ɑ-] right after the ( ) [mʌ]. MASAKIT (adj.) ‘painful’ does not need a KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ. The
difference between the three words is clearly obvious and quite evident when written in Súlat
Kapampángan (Kulitan) [See Table 4]. This would show that somehow Súlat Kapampángan
(Kulitan) has been specifically designed to represent the phonology of the Kapampángan
language in its written form. Ironically, although practically every Kapampángan have been
exposed to the Roman script since preschool age, only a very limited few could accurately
represent the sound of their language in this very same script.
If the necessary diacritical marks have been misplaced or completely omitted when writing
Kapampángan in the Roman script, the meaning of each word is compromised. If generations
of Kapampángan writers since Henson’s time have been ignoring the use of the diacritical
marks in written Kapampángan, then the teaching and study of the Kapampángan language
through its contemporary literature is also highly compromised. The current generation,
especially those who were born abroad or raised speaking Tagalog at home, will find it hard
to relearn to speak the language of their parents and grandparents if the existing literature
does not accurately represent the phonology of the Kapampángan language.

Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan)
Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan), the indigenous Kapampangan script, is an abugida or
alphasyllabary made up basically of fourteen base KULIT ‘glyph’ classified as INDÛNG SÚLAT
‘mother script’. These INDÛNG SÚLAT glyphs are made up of twelve consonants [see also
Table 1] and three basic vowels [see Fig. 7]. Also classified as INDÛNG SÚLAT but are strictly
speaking ANAK SÚLAT ‘offspring script’ are the two monopthongized diphthongs known as
PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ. The diphthongs AI and AU have long been monophthongized in the
Kapampángan language (Gonzales, 1972) and represented as E and O respectively in
Romanised Kapampangan (Hilario, 1962) [ Fig. 7 and see also Table 2].

Fig.	
  7.	
  Súlat	
  Kapampángan	
  (Kulitan),	
  the	
  indigenous	
  Kapampángan	
  script.

The three the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ or ‘twin vowels’ portrayed in Figure 7 [see also Table 2 & 3]
are not a separate set of vowel compounds. They are not classified as ANAK SÚLAT. Rather,
they are a PÁMANGANAK SÚLAT ‘giving birth to ANAK SÚLAT,’ a spelling convention that
represents a lengthened medial vowel sound or a final glottal stop. However, they are always
listed next to the SIUÁLÂ ‘vowels’ and the monophthongized diphthongs, PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ,
to remind the person learning Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) that KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ vowel
sounds exist in the Kapampangan language.

INDÛNG SÚLAT

and ANAK SÚLAT (Pangilinan, 2012b)

The INDÛNG SÚLAT or ‘mother script’ are the KULIT or glyphs with their inherent vowel
sounds unaltered. They are the building blocks of writing or PÁMANIÚLAT. When their
inherent vowel sound is altered with the use of the GARLIT ‘diacritical marks’, as well as a
PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ or a KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligatures, a new glyph is born. This new glyph is
called the ANAK SÚLAT ‘offspring script.’ Any combination of two or more INDÛNG SÚLAT
glyph would result in the PÁMANGANAK ‘birthing’ of an ANAK SÚLAT, hence the term
PÁMANGANAK SÚLAT ‘giving birth to ANAK SÚLAT’. PÁMANGANAK SÚLAT are the spelling
rules and conventions in KULITAN.

INDÛNG SÚLAT

Consonantal Glyphs

The INDÛNG SÚLAT consonants are the base characters with the unaltered inherent vowel
sounds. They are arranged according to the where the sound originates. There are 7 sets
(Pangilinan, 2012b) [see Table 1 and Fig. 8]:
1. From the AKMÚLAN (velum), we have GA ( ) and KA (
2. DALÁN KING ÁRUNG (velar nasal) we have NGA ( );
3. From the ÍPAN (teeth), we have TA ( ) and NA ( );
4.
5.
6.
7.

);

(alveoli), we have DA/RA ( ) and LA ( );
For the PASALITSIT KING ÍPAN (fricative), we have SA ( );
From the LÁBÎ (bilabia), we have MA ( ) and PA ( );
For the PATIÚP KING LÁBÎ (aspirated bilabial), we have BA ( ).
DALÁN KING DÍLÂ

The recital order is GA, KA, NGA, TA, DA, NA, LA, SA, MA, PA and BA [Table 1]. Take
note that the default vowel sound of each INDÛNG SÚLAT consonantal glyph represented by
the Roman letter <Aa> sounds like [ʌ] or [əә] rather than [ɑ].

Fig.	
  8.	
  The	
  twelve	
  INDÛNG	
  SÚLAT	
  consonantal	
  characters.	
  

SIUÁLÂ

(Vowels)

Strictly speaking, the vowels in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan), known as SIUÁLÂ, are the
GARLIT ‘diacritical marks’ placed above or below an INDÛNG SÚLAT consonantal glyph that
alters its inherent vowel sound [ʌ] or [əә] (rather than [ɑ]) to something close to [ɪ] when

placed above it or to [ʊ] when placed below it. These sounds are however simply represented
by the Roman letters <Ii> and <Uu> respectively [See Table 5 and also Table 2].

SA

SÁ
(medial)
SÂ
(final)

SI

SÍ
(medial)
SÎ
(final)

SU

SÚ
(medial)
SÛ
(final)

SE
(SAI)

SO
(SAU)

Table	
   5.	
   Altering	
   the	
   inherent	
   vowel	
   sound	
   of	
   the	
   INDÛNG	
   SÚLAT	
   glyph	
   ‘SA’	
   by	
   means	
   of	
   the	
   GARLIT,	
  
PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures	
  and	
  KAMBAL	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures.	
  

The PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ (monophthongized diphthongs) and KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ are attached as
ligatures that alter the inherent [ʌ] or [əә] of any INDÛNG SÚLAT consonantal glyphs [See
Table 2 and 5]. When the vowels are in the initial position or stand alone as INDÛNG SÚLAT,
they are basically < > [ʌ] or [əә], < > [ɪ] and < > [ʊ] [see Table 2 and 6].

A

I

U

Table	
  6.	
  The	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  glyphs	
  in	
  their	
  initial	
  form	
  

The PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ (monophthongized diphthongs)
Strictly speaking, the vowel glyphs (
) [ɛ], represented by the Roman letter <E>, and (
)
[ɔ], represented by the Roman letter <O>, are ANAK SÚLAT and not INDÛNG SÚLAT, since they
are each ADDUÂNG KULIT A MÉGING MÉTUNG MÛ (Hilario, 1962) or ‘two KULIT (glyphs)
fused into one’. <E> (
) is a monophthongized form of the diphthong (
) [ʌɪ] or [əәɪ]
and therefore the ANAK SÚLAT of the INDÛNG SÚLAT glyph ( ) [ʌ] or [əә] and ( ) [ɪ]. <O>
(
) is likewise the ANAK SÚLAT of the INDÛNG SÚLAT glyph ( )[ʌ] or [əә] and ( ) [ʊ], a
monophthongized form of the diphthong (
) [ʌʊ] or [əәʊ]. For generations now, (
) [ɛ]
and (
) [ɔ] have been treated as INDÛNG SÚLAT even if they strictly speaking ANAK SÚLAT.
For the sake of simplicity and in line with their current treatment, we will consider them as
INDÛNG SÚLAT in this paper and represented simply by the Roman letters <E> and <O>
respectively.

E [ɛ] / (AI) [ʌɪ] or [əәɪ]

O [ɔ] / (AU) [ʌʊ] or [əәʊ]

Table	
  7.	
  The	
  PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ	
  (monophthongised	
  diphthongs)	
  as	
  they	
  appear	
  in	
  their	
  initial	
  form	
  

These monophthongized diphthongs however commonly appear as ligatures attached to an
INDÛNG SÚLAT consonant glyph [See Table 2 & 8]. Since INDÛNG SÚLAT consonants already
possess and inherent vowel sound ‘A’, one merely attached the vowel glyph ‘I’ ( ) as a
ligature to form the vowel sound ‘E’, and the vowel glyph ‘U’ ( ) as a ligature to form the
vowel sound ‘O’ [See Table 6].

SA [sʌ]

SE [sɛ]
(SAI)

SO [sɔ]
(SAU)

Table	
   8.	
   Altering	
   the	
   inherent	
   vowel	
   sound	
   of	
   INDÛNG	
   SÚLAT	
   glyph	
   ‘SA’	
   by	
   means	
   of	
   the	
   PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ	
  
ligatures.	
  

KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ‘Twin

Vowels’

Normally KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ appear as extra vowel ligatures attached either to an INDÛNG
SÚLAT glyph or a modified ANAK SÚLAT glyph. Examples of INDÛNG SÚLAT glyphs with
attached KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligatures are those given in Table 3 and 4. In Table 4, the ‘MÁ’ of
the word MÁSAKIT (n.) ‘sick person’ in contains the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligature <

> right

after the < > [mʌ] to form the ANAK SÚLAT compound glyph <
> [mɑ], which is
written as <MÁ> in the Roman alphabet. The word MASÁKIT (adj.) ‘difficult’ on the other
hand has an attached KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligature <
form <
> [sɑ], written in Roman letters as <SÁ>.

Á (medial) /Â (final)

> right beside the glyph <

Í (medial) / Î (final)

> [sʌ] to

Ú (medial) / Û (final)

[Reposting]	
  Table	
  3.	
  The	
  KAMBAL	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures	
  

Examples of ANAK SÚLAT modified by KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligatures [Table 3] can be found in
Table 5. In that example, the [ɪ] sound of ANAK SÚLAT glyph < > [sɪ] is further lengthened
to [i] in the medial position or as [ɪʔ] in the final position when the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ ligature
<

> is placed right next to <

>. Hence <

respectively. In the Roman script, the medial <
position <

> [sɪ] becomes <

> [si] or <

> [sɪʔ]

> [si] is written as <SÍ>, while the final

> [sɪʔ] is written as <SÎ>.

MASAKIT
(adj.) ‘painful’

MÁSAKIT
(n.) ‘sick person’

MASÁKIT
(adj.) ‘difficult’

[Reposting]	
  Table	
  4.	
  The	
  three	
  words	
  above	
  are	
  often	
  misread	
  in	
  Romanized	
  Kapampángan	
  writing,	
  especially	
  
when	
  the	
  necessary	
  diacritical	
  marks	
  are	
  misplaced	
  or	
  omitted.	
  In	
  Kulitan,	
  the	
  difference	
  between	
  these	
  words	
  
is	
  obviously	
  evident.	
  

Take note that both medial <
> [si] and final <
> [sɪʔ] are written in the same way. One
though not so popular theory is that the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ were originally just double vowels
that were pronounced distinctly with a glottal stop in between, as in the Tagálog words pook
[po/ok] ‘place’ and saad [sa-ad] ‘to state.’ Later, the Kapampángan language simply fused
the double vowels into a lengthened vowel sound in medial position and a glottal stop in the
final position. <
> was therefore said to have been originally articulated as [sɪʔ-ɪʔ] before
it evolved into medial [si] and final [sɪʔ]. This however is not an theory among Kapampángan
ultranationalist who remain the majority among those who can still read and write Súlat
Kapampángan (Kulitan).

SA

SÁ
(medial)
SÂ
(final)

SI

SÍ
(medial)
SÎ
(final)

SU

SÚ
(medial)
SÛ
(final)

SE
(SAI)

SO
(SAU)

[Reposting]	
  Table	
  5.	
  Altering	
  the	
  inherent	
  vowel	
  sound	
  of	
  INDÛNG	
  SÚLAT	
  glyph	
  ‘SA’	
  by	
  means	
  of	
  the	
  GARLIT,	
  
PÁMISANGSIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures	
  and	
  KAMBAL	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  ligatures.	
  

Interestingly, the final glottal stop in such words becomes lengthened when followed by
another word. For instance the [ʊʔ] in the Kapampángan adverb MÛ [mʊʔ] ‘only’ becomes
[u] in MÚ [mu] when the adverb RIN ‘also’ follows it. These can be demonstrated in the
following phrases: yáku mû [mʊʔ] ‘only me’ and íká mú [mu] rin ‘only you also.’ In Súlat
Kapampángan (Kulitan) however, these two distinct sounds are simply written in the same
way: <

> [Fig. 9].

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
Fig.	
  9.	
  MÛ	
  (adv. <mʊʔ>) ‘only’

Fig.	
  10.	
  ÁPÛ [ɑpuʔ] ‘grandmother’	
  

are not only attached as vowel ligatures in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan).
They can also be written in the initial position like the <Á> [ɑ] in the word ÁPÛ [ɑpuʔ]
‘grandmother’ [Fig. 10]. Table 9 shows the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ as they appear in initial position
and not as vowel ligatures. Compare these to Table 3.
KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ

Á (medial) /Â (final)

Í (medial) / Î (final)

Ú (medial) / Û (final)

	
  Table	
  9.	
  The	
  KAMBAL	
  SIUÁLÂ	
  when	
  they	
  are	
  written	
  in	
  the	
  initial	
  position	
  and	
  not	
  as	
  ligatures.	
  	
  
Compare	
  these	
  to	
  Table	
  3.	
  

Fallacy of Accent
Strictly speaking, words having different accents are not the same word (Bachuber, 1952). A
fallacy of accent occurs when two words of the same spelling but with different reading are
confused as one and the same word.
The Kapampángan language contains many words that are spelled the same way but
pronounced differently when written in the Roman script. With the absence of the necessary
diacritical marks in the current Romanized form of the Kapampángan language, the meaning
of such words are often compromised, especially when one cannot totally rely on the context
of how they were used (Pangilinan, 2006a). In a folktale written by Ernesto Turla (1999) in
his self-published Kapampángan dictionary, one cannot determine the meaning of the word
SUSU in the title DENG SUSU NANG LUNINGNING because of the absence of diacritical marks
or any form of pronunciation guide. In the Kapampángan language, SÚSU [susʊ] could either
mean ‘breast’ or SUSÛ [sʊsuʔ] ‘snail’. Upon reading the folktale, one will still not be able to
determine from the context whether the SUSU in the story referred to the goddess
Luningning’s breast or pet snails as the story takes place at a waterfall. Is it her breasts that
were wet and slippery because of the mists from the sacred waterfall? Or did she have a pair
of pet snails that are beautiful to look at but are very disobedient and liked to move on their
own?

Fig.	
   11.	
   Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) writer Jayvie Suasi Aboyme makes a parody of the word SUSU that
appears in the narrative Ding Susu Nang Luningning by Ernesto Turla (1999). Is it SÚSU [susʊ] ‘breast’ or
SUSÛ [sʊsuʔ] ‘snail?’	
  
	
  

In Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan), the distinction between SÚSU [susʊ] ‘breast’ or SUSÛ
[sʊsuʔ] ‘snail’ is easily distinguished at a glance with the use of the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ (Fig.
12). No two words are written in the same way in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan). Therefore,
the Fallacy of Accent can not occur. Unfortunately, this is not the case in Romanised
Kapampángan, especially when the necessary diacritical marks or any form of pronunciation
guides have been neglected or omitted.

Fig.	
  12.	
   US-based Kulitan writer Avery Canda Supan demonstrates that in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan), the
difference between SÚSU [susʊ] ‘breast’ or SUSÛ [sʊsuʔ] ‘snail’ is evidently clear at a glance.	
  

Here are a few Kapampángan words taken from Pangilinan’s 10 ICAL Paper (2006), where
one can easily commit the Fallacy of Accent if the necessary diacritical marks or any form of
pronunciation guide are not in place. These words are never written in the same way when
written in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) because of the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ spelling convention.

SÚSU (n.) ‘breast’

SUSÛ (n.) ‘snail’

SÍSI (v.) ‘to regret’

SÍSÎ

KÚKÛ (n.) ‘cough’

KUKÛ (n.) ‘finger nail’

BÁBÂ (n.) ‘chin’

BABÂ (n.) ‘to put down’

SALÁT (v.) ‘to touch (sexually)’

SÁLAT (n.) ‘blemish’

(n.) ‘chick’

Table 10. Kapampángan words spelled the same way when written in the Roman script but pronounced
differently and therefore have different meanings (Pangilinan, 2006b).

Since the few who can write Kapampángan in the Roman script are now ignorant with the
proper placement of the necessary diacritical marks, one can never avoid creating a scandal
whenever reading something in public. For instance, a local news anchor who was reading
the weather in Kapampángan on public television in 2008 often created a scandal when he
read what should have been the Northeast monsoon into something quite indecent. The
Northeast monsoon in Kapampángan is SALÁTAN [sʌlɑtʌn] and not SÁLATAN [sɑlʌtʌn] ‘an
orgy of sexual fondling’.

	
  

Fig.	
  13.	
  SALÁTAN [sʌlɑtʌn]
‘Northeast Monsoon’

Fig.	
  14.	
  SÁLATAN [sɑlʌtʌn]
‘a sexual fondling orgy’

If these were written in KULITAN, the scandal could have been avoided since the difference
between SALÁTAN [sʌlɑtʌn] ‘Northeast Monsoon’ and SÁLATAN [sɑlʌtʌn] ‘an orgy of sexual
fondling’ would have been obvious through the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ spelling convention. The
ligature <
> is clearly visible in the second syllable of SALÁTAN
[sʌlɑtʌn] ‘Northeast Monsoon’ [Fig. 13] and in the first syllable of SÁLATAN [sɑlʌtʌn] ‘an
orgy of sexual fondling’ [Fig. 14].
KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ

Due to current state of Romanization in Kapampángan writing, committing the Fallacy of
Accent has become quite common due to the omission of diacritical marks or any form of
pronunciation guide. The Kapampángan language has a large number of words that are
spelled the same way but read differently (Pangilinan, 2006a). When Spanish was still the
official language of the Philippine Islands, their spelling convention was adopted into
Romanised Kapampángan writing. The Spanish orthographic convention made use of
diacritical marks to help pronounce Kapampángan words. All that changed when English,
and later Filipino (Tagálog), replaced Spanish as the official language of the islands.
Diacritical marks are unnecessary and can be omitted in written English and Filipino
(Tagalog). Unfortunately, the case is not so in Romanized Kapampángan writing.

Conclusions
Further studies into Kapampángan phonology are very much needed. This will aid in devising
an accurate orthography in the Roman script. At the moment, the current orthography used in
Romanised Kapampángan is quite limited in accurately representing the sounds of the
Kapampángan language. Errors occur commonly when reading and writing Kapampángan in
the Roman script due to the absence of the necessary pronunciation guides like the diacritical
marks. The context and logic of the written word is often compromised as a result.
In the meantime, it would seem that Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) has been perfectly
designed to phonologically express the Kapampángan language in written form, as especially
demonstrated through the function of the KAMBAL SIUÁLÂ. No two words are written alike.
The Fallacy of Accent can hardly occur when the Kapampángan language is written in its
indigenous script.
Reviving and popularizing the use of Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) in Kapampángan writing
today may aid in Kapampángan literacy and the proper study of the language. Knowledge in
Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) appears to be a necessity in studying Kapampángan phonology.
However, there are certain limits in using Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan). Given its vertical
writing system and its convention of dividing each segment into syllable blocks, they remain
quite a challenge for digital encoding (Miller, 2011 and Norman delos Santos, personal
communication, 2014 February 28). Literature in Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) remains
handwritten and therefore difficult to reproduce. Majority of the Kapampángan people look at
Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) as a mere novelty. They enjoy seeing it in tattoos, in rituals, in
signatures, in logos and in art. They swell with pride whenever they see someone who can
still read and write in it. However, this same majority sees the need to study and revive the
use of Súlat Kapampángan (Kulitan) in everyday communication as impractical and a waste
of time in this digital era.
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